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Making your own bread is easier, healthier, and cheaper than buying from a store! Start making

your own bread TODAY with these delicious and EASY homemade bread recipes! From your

conventional breads, to your non-conventional specialty recipes, this homemade bread recipes

book HAS IT ALL! Best of all, all these recipes have EASY TO FOLLOW steps so ANYONE can

make delicious bread in no time at all! Try a few of these homemade bread recipes and I guarantee

you'll never want to buy bread from the store again!
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There are some really tasty homemade bread recipes here. My particular favorites were the double

cheese Italian garlic knots and the maple bacon cornbread. The pictures were good - showing me

where I should be aiming, and the instructions were straight-forward.

This is a short but well-thought out bread recipe collection.As a cookbook author myself, I

appreciate a cookbook that contains quality recipes over quantity, always.In spite of this being a

short book, there is still a nice variety of recipes including:Asiago Rosemary Artisan Bread, Hearty

Multi-Grain Sandwich Bread and Pita Bread, to name three included.The recipes are all well

explained and the formatting is excellent too. And sadly, formatting is something that is just plain

bad in too many cookbooks in particular, at . It does count and it's appreciated when an author

takes the time to not only work at the content of a book but also the presentation.I will definitely be

looking for more cookbooks by Kim Dewalt. This one is a keeper! :



I found the recipes very easy to follow and I love the fact that it doesn't have to rise on and off all

day. Mix it let it rise once put in pan and allow to rise once more and bake. My kind of bread to make

and lots of variety.

I like this book of Homemade Bread Recipes because most of the ingredients are what you would

normally have on hand/or easily purchase at your local grocery store. The recipe I really like are the

Cheddar and Rosemary Biscuits as they come very close to the biscuits you get at the Red Lobster

Restaurant. The bread I like to make out of this book is the white and whole wheat bread and they

too are very easy to make. Over all this a recipe book that I will use over and over again.

I love homemade bread and enjoy making it. So finding new recipes for bread is always exciting for

me. What I loved most was that the recipes I've tried have lived up to their title - Easy and Delicious!

So if you enjoy a good loaf of homemade bread whether once in a while or on a daily basis, this is

definitely a must have.

I've tried the first recipe and it worked out delicious. Combined with my mother's homemade and

homegrown jam, I don't ever want store bought again. The only problem I had was trying to knead

the dough in a bowl-next time I will flour my countertop cause the there is more space.

Homemade Bread Recipes is a compendium of wonderful, delicious bread recipes. All come with

simple, easy to understand instructions, and none with "exotic" ingredients. Many, if not all of the

recipes are easily adapted to bread machines.

I am always on the lookout for new bread recipes. No matter how many other foods there may be in

one's life, bread is a basic food that comes in many varieties. This book offers many different kids of

breads and after eating any of them, you will never quite be satisfied with the likes of "Wonder

Bread" again! I wish more people took the time to explore the amazing varieties that bread comes

in. This book is a must for bread lovers!
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